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WAX  FOR MARBLE, TERRAZZO,  

GRANITE,  CERAMICS 
 
 
Special formulation for marble, granite, travertine, venetian-like floors and stone surfaces in general specially 
recommended for glossy finishing. A balanced formula of waxes with different characteristics increases the field of 
application and grants a long-lasting protection and a good level of shine. The presence of emulsifying agents performs 
also a slight detergent effect.     EXTRA MILLE can be re-applied and re-polished. 
 
FUNCTION 
POLISHING and REVIVING 
 
PRODUCT LINE 
PROTECTION                                                          PROFESSIONAL and HOUSE 
 
INDICATION 
For interior.  Forms an invisible protecting waxy layer that can be polished till to higher gloss. 
 
MATERIALS 
NATURAL STONES, MARBLE, GRANITE, TERRAZZO, CERAMICS, CONCRETE, AGGLOMERATES  etc.   
and polished or porous materials in general 
 
HOW TO USE 
Apply concentrate to surface, spreading evenly with a cotton rag or mop.  
When the surface is dry, polish with a rag or a floor polishing machine. 
For maintenance, the product can be diluted in water  (till to 70-80% of water, depending on the state of the surface).  
 
TEST 
Testing a small, hidden area is recommended before application to determine consumption, drying time and to verify 
appearance.  
 
COMPOSITION 
Contains natural and synthetic polymer waxes and water.  
 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
According to the porosity of the materials and the shine degree desired the consumption is considered to be 30 to 100 
gr/m² 
 
STABILITY 
Aqueous emulsion: CANNOT STAND THE FROST.  Never store at temperatures lower than 5°C(41°F) and higher than 
35°C(95°F). These conditions respected and kept in the well closed original containers, the product is stable at least 1 
(one) year. 
 
NOTE 
Water-based product. Can be applied even on damp surfaces.   When the surface is dry, a second coat may be applied: 
the second coat may be diluted in water according to the level of shine desired.  Packaging: Cans of 1 L. 
 
IMPORTANT 
This product respects the environment, is ecologically sound and leaves a pleasant eucalyptus aroma, so, it is widely 
used in private and public areas such as restaurants, hotels and other common areas 
 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY        The data provided derive from published information or from our own laboratory tests. The 
information provided here must be considered as a guideline and not as any form of performance guarantee. Liability for defective 
products, when verified, is limited to the refund of the purchase price since the application and use of the product is beyond the control 
of the manufacturer or supplier 
 

A PRELIMINARY TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION 
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